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Size

43  44 (45) European Standard

9 ½  10 ½ (11 ½) American Standard

Shoe (B) Paddle (A) Total

Lenght 290 [mm] 323 [mm] 330 [mm]

11.4 [inc] 12.7 [inc] 13 [inc]

Weight 0.33 [Kg] 0.24 [Kg] 0.58 [Kg]

(1 fin) 0.73 [lb] 0.54 [lb] 1.27 [lb]

Shoe Paddle

Material Rubber Polycarbonate

Max force N.A 200 [N]

(1 fin)

Max deflection N.A 12 [mm]

0.47 [inc]

DATA SHEET

Fitness Mode

Counteck s.r.l.
Via A. Ronchetti 28
Pogliano Milanese

20010, Milano

tel: +39 02 39540291
info@counteck.com

FIRST USE INSTRUCTION

Now that you have got REVFIN in your hands

you hold a powerfull tool that will help you

with great satisfactions. Take your time, feel the

consistency of the shoe rubber and the paddle

stiffness.

Step 1 – Take to the 2 screws off in such a way you

can work with the paddle mounted either regular or

reverse (the configuration with screws is reserved to

swimmers).

Step 2 – Fit REVFIN and enter into the water. Test

the two configurations: regular (paddle behind the

sole) and reverse (paddle in front of the sole). The

former by lying in the water with the aid of the

pullbouy, kickboard and noodles. The latter by kick

sitting at poolside or moving the legs while standing

vertically in the shallow water.

NOW THAT YOU ARE ACQUAINTED

WITH REVFIN

With the help of your trainer, apply any kind of

exercise you may invent. Enjoy the

customization feature by applying your own specitic

device under the shoe.



You get a tool

that allows you

to gain advantage from

the hydrodynamic

resistance applied on

the feet. This drag force can be modulated by yourself up

to 40% of the body weight. Ready to take your workout to

the next level? The variety of cardiovascular exercise

and muscles strengthening you can apply with REVFIN

will challenge all fitness levels. Swimming skill is not

necessary, but you must be comfortable in water.

With its comfortable fit of natural rubber,

REVFIN is easily worn. Due to its shape

REVFIN applies the drag action when moving either

the legs or the whole body through the water. Then,

REVFIN efficiently stretches your rachis and leg/foot

muscles. No other equipment in the aqua fitness

landscape is able to play such a rule in a so simply

and effective way. Customization of the drag effect is

one of the key points of the REVFIN application in

aqua based fitness.

Apply your

own

device under the

REVFIN shoe and

esperience the

great new way of

working on your muscles and generally on your

training load. REVFIN has been designed by

swimmers and bioengineers by the aid of computer

dynamic simulations. It raises some of yours exercise

routines into a whole new level, making them more

effective.

AquaFitness (Pool Aerobics) continues to

grow in popularity as a resultsbased

alternative to traditional exercises. It offers lowimpact

toning and cardio workouts, and is appropriate for

people of all ages and abilities. No matter your

swimming ability, all you need is some water to get

started. By REVFIN you can experience in vertical

Kicking, Jump exercises, Kick sitting exercises on the

poolside and many others workouts you may invent.

When in vertical position you get benefit on

the legs muscles, while in horizontal

position you get both arms muscles strengthening

and stretching of your spine.

WHY REVFIN? REVFIN in WATER AEROBICS

WE THINK INNOVATION

Applies drag in the water

Customization of drag effec

Wide range of kicking exercises




